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CHRISTIAN 

BABY CARDIGAN 
 

Cotton or Wool 170 m. in 50 grs. 2 y 2,5 mm needles 

Size 3-6 months 
 

Cast on 74 sts and do 2 cm rib  k2-p2 with  2 mm needles 

Change to 2,5 mm needles and we divide the work. 

Pasamos a agujas 2,5 mm y dividimos la labor: 

k12 - kfb- put marker-  k1 - put marker -kfb- k12 -kfb- put marker -  k1 - put marker - kfb- k22 

- kfb- put marker -  k1 - put marker- kfb- k12 - kfb- put marker -  k1 - put marker - kfb- k12. 

-turn and purl, and  we do from there the increases before and after of the markers and we 

follow de drawing: 3 stitches after starting for the right and 12 after the end of the right side 

and until we do 20 increases 

 

 

PUNTO REVÉS- PURL  4 
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PUNTO REVÉS- PURL  2 
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   I  punto derecho, knit             

   O  HEBRA- YO             

   SS  surjete sencillo, sskpsso             

   2J  2 juntos dcho.- k2tog             

 

 

Once done the 20 increases: 

We knitting to central stitches of the armhole what will we put in a needle or aux. thread until 

the other central stitch, we have the sleeve on hold, cast on 6 sts. And we continue knitting 

the pack of the jacket.  

And will we the same with the other sleeve cast on another 6 sts under the armhole and we 

continue until the end 

We continue like this  doing the drawing of the sides for 13 cm and after with needes 2 mm 

we do rib 2/2 for 2 or 3 cm. 

From the sides we pick up 56 sts with 2,5 mm needles and we do 3 rows in garter stitch and 

row 4 we bind of. Doing on one of them the buttonhole with 3,5 cm for separation. 

We put in one needle the stitches of a sleeve, we cast on 3 sts in the beginning and 3 sts at 

the end, and we knitting decreasing every 2 cm 1 sts on each side until we have 48 sts.  

When we have 15 cm we change to 2 mm needles and we do 2 cm rib 2/2 


